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Dear Supporters and Friends of. the AACS and ICS,

885
Attend.
Ontario
Conference

•

(I
Lectures
Packed Out

A total of 885 persons attended the Ontario Study Con
They came from such places
ference of the Association.
as Memphis, Tennessee; Chicago, Illinois; Philadelphia,
New York, from all .over Ontario, and from different parts
of the Eastern U.S. to hear Hendrik Hart and James Olthuis,
to re—greet old friends, to seek out Christian community
and the meaning of Christ, to find out what’s happening
there, tc gain a Biblical guidance for marital and family
problems, to have a vacation, and to take a week—end off,
494 adults registered for the
and to hear Larry Norman.
176 visited for one or more lectures or
total conference.
Altogether
There were 215 children.
some other activities.
year
last
as
there were almost twice as many conferees
Praise the Lord for bringing us all
for this conference.
together for this tremendous time of sharing and learning
The lectures by Hart and Olthuis were packed out, with stu
dents and others sitting all around and on the platform; eve:
in the heat the attentive participants stayed as long as 2½
to 3 hours to listen and then to question.
What the participants heard were two sets of carefully dev
eloped lectures--James Olthuis on “Towards a New Biblical
Life Style: Marriage,. FamIly and Friendship,” and Hendrik
Hart on “Raising Signposts of Christ’s Kingdom”.

Ethics are
a Matter
of Troth

(

Qithuis’ lectures were an
elaboration of ideas which
are now to be incorporated
into his upcoming book,
“Towards a New Biblical Life
Marriage, Family and
Style:
At the Confer
Friendship”.
ence he set forth an elaboration of his basic convictions
that all human ethical rela—
tionships are matter of
fidelity between people, or,
ashe likes to say, of troth.
The structures for friend—
ship, family and marriage are
I grounded in the Word of God
Dr. Hendrik Hart
Dr. James Olthuis
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through which Jesus Christ holds together the whole
For Olthuis friendship is a unique combina
creation.
tion of psychic congeniality and ethical fidelity;
marriage is a “room” of the creation which is founded
on physical intercourse and is directed by ethical
faithfulness by each partner for the other; the family
is a sector of life which is based on blood ties with
the begetting of children by two parents, and it is
led by the ethical faithfulness of love for parents
by children and vice/versa.
“Marriage
is not a
Legal
Institution”

Rehabilitate
Friendship

Although it is impossible to relate the richness and
variety of these lectures, among the provocative in
“Marriage is not a legal institu
sights were these:
It has a legal aspect to it, but that is all.
tion.
Marriage licenses are something of rather recent times.
Marriage licenses are simply the state’s legal recog
nition of the fact that two people have given themselves
to each other in marriage.”

a

Olthuis showed from history and contemporary accounts
that friendship is in eclipse, and that it is often con
“It is high time
sidered to be homosexuality today.
that Christians raise their voices in favour of friend
It was no one less than
ship and rehabilitate it.
Christ who said to His disciples, ‘I shall not call you
servants any more ... I call you friends, because I
have made known to you everything that I have learnt
from my Father’ .“

(

********

Hart:
Criticism
and
Fundamentals

Dr. Hart gave two extemporaneous expositions of notes
taken from a sixty page manuscript dealing with two
main items:first, considering the criticisms which have
been levelled
against the refor
mational move
ment so that we
may learn from
them and also how
to deal with
them; secondly,
developing a thor
oughly documented,
fresh development,
of the position of
our movement on
the fundamentals
of the faith.
(Cont’d on page 18
The Dynamic Dr. Hart

)
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Cathy:
“I can see
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Three Students Bike 145 Miles in 14 Hours to Raise Be
tween $900 and $1,000 for Curriculum Workshop
Cathy Hoogendam, 19, Pete Van Geest, 17, and Walter Vande
Kloet, 18, rode their bicycles 145 miles in a bike—a-thon
Walter VandeKloet, a
for the AACS on Friday, July 30.
grade 13 student at Beamsville High School in Lincoln,
Ontario had the idea to ride to the Ontario AACS Conference
So he asked Cathy Hoogendarn,
from St. Catharines, Ontario.
a sophomore at Trinity Christian College, in Palos Heights,
Illinois, and Peter Van Geest, a Beacon Christian High
School grade 12 student, both of whom live near him in
the St. Catharines area, to accompany him.

Walt
Had the
Idea

$7 a Mile
for 130 Miles
for Christian
Curricula

—

-

This led Cathy to remember what she had read in the last
PERSPECTIVE Newsletter--there was little or no money to
support the writing of integral Christian curriculum mater
ials that was being co-sponsored by the AACS and the
So she decided to
Ontario Alliance of Christian Schools.
organize a bike-a-thon, to which
In a short
Peter Van Geest agreed.
time they were able to raise $7
per mile for 130 miles, totalling
$910 from 112 sponsors from the
greater St. Catharines area and
other parts of Ontario.
Cathy says, “I was here for this
I
conference one day last year.
wasn’t too familiar with the AACS
then, but I started picking up the
Newsletters that came to our home.
Now I can see the need for a Chris-k
If we go to
tian university.
secular universities and get sec
ular ideas-—then I don’t see how
we’ll know what to do--how to work
There’s a nec
in God’s Kingdom.
essity for a perspective——so we
know what reality really is--so
we can do what we ought to.”

Pete Van Geest and
Cathy Hoogendam
after 145 miles of
bicycling in 14
hours.

The ordeal of commitment to building up the Christian
school system in Ontario and other places through this
bike-a-thon began at 2 o’clock in the morning in St.
Catharines, and ended 14 hours later at 4 o’clock at
Hazards were dogs
Belvoir Centre, in Delaware, Ontario.
that protected every farmhouse along the way by chasing
the bicyclers, and a near brush with death when two cars
passed each other and almost pinned Cathy between them.
********

U

Kennedy Rates First California MCS Conference Huge Success;
Full Conference Planned Next Year
A one-day study conference on behalf of the AACS at the
Centre for the Study and Development of Christian Alternative
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SCENES FROM THE ONTARIO CONFERENCE

Mrs. Vandezande keeping an eye on the
watermelon “helpers”?, John Olthuis
and Peter Steen.

Dr. P. A. Verburg
of clarity”.

--

Olthuis to Norman: “What d’ya make of
the Jesus Movement?”
Norman to Olthuis: “Nothin’, I just
accept it!”

“It’s a matter
“Boy that guy
Rich Tigchelaar:
talks fast”

“Sure we’ll pose, if nobody knows
our names.”

Chairman, Morris Greidanus receiving a
token of appreciation.
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The versatile Dr. Hart

Mr.

& Mrs.

L. McBurney--Rapt!

Cr

Campfire Christian Chanters

What’s Harry cooking up?

U;
A Dale Claerbaut, John 0. rap session
“I’m Martha Van Dinther”
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70
Participants
in Isla
Vista

Perspectives and Lifestyles in Isla Vista, the Univer—
sity of California student community at Santa Barbara
drew 70 pazticipants from throughout the state on
Saturday, July 24.

Mc Intire
on
Politics

C. T. Mclntire, assistant professor of history—elect
at the Institute for Christian Studies, presented
studies on “The New American Revolution” and “Radical—
ly Biblical Christianity” under the general rubric of
“Politics”.

People
From all
Over
Southern
California

Persons
to the
Right and
Left of
Mclntire

3-Day
California
AACS Conference
Planned for
Next June

Attendance far exceeded
the expectations of the
conference planners, who
were counting on about
25 persons and hoping
for an outside maximum
of 50.
Members of the
business world, labour,
the clergy, and students
from schools as U.C.
Santa Barbara and Westmont College, Occidental,
Cal State at Fullerton,
Biola, Dordt, Trinity
Christian, Calvin, West
minster Seminary and UCLA
participated.
The participants were di
vided into three lively
discussion groups following
presentation of the after
“The
C.T. Mclntire:
noon study, to thrash out
two-party system is
their questions and concepts
crumbling.”
of Christian action in
politics.
Those who of
ferred opinions and objec
tions to what was being
included
said
persons to both left and right of the speak
er, and some who were “Christian anarchists”, believing
in no government or political activity at all.
An ad hoc committee to plan a full-scale three-day
California conference for next summer, with two speakers,
met following the day’s meetings and tentatively reser
ved the third week-end of June, 1972, for such a conference, again in Isla Vista.
Irving Hexham reports from the United Kingdom that 70
Persons from the U.K. and the Netherlands Gathered for
the Second British AZCS Summer Study Conference that
was Held Over the July 31st Week-end at the Anglicansponsored St.Matthias College in Bristol.
A growing sense of identity and independence developed

(

(
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BAACS to Be
come Christian
Studies Unit-More
British

within the British AACS, a group that has been indepen
dently organized from the beginning, and which will hence
forth be known as the Christian Studies Unit, a more
British-sounding name for getting on with the serious
task of witnessing to the modern British cultural scene.

Russell on
AAC S;
Denger ink on
Groen;
Janice on

Richard Russell led off the Bristol Conference with an
introductory talk on the work of the AACS, and this was
followed up by an address by Jan Dengerink on the his
tory of the reformational movement from Groen Van Prins
Then Janice Russell showed some
terer to the present.
slides of the work of the Institute for Christian Art,
now to be based in Toronto.

Art

“To rely
on Amsterdam
or Toronto
Would be
to Fail”

(

The next day Tony Baker led the group in a reading of
Psalm 8; this short reading “prepared everyone to renew
their cornmitmen€ to a consistent Biblical life—style”
Jan Dengerink then gave a second
according to Hexham.
lecture expositing the need for a Christian political
consciousness because of the tensions involved in contem
“Groen and Kuyper had addressed
porary political action.
themselves to the problems of their day; now we must
In the light of our own
face the situation of our day.
particular cultural situation we must work out our own
To rely on Amsterdam or Toronto
Christian approach.
would be to fail to take seriously the Lordship of Christ
over the British situation.”
Seminars were held to discover a radical Biblical approach
to the problems facing the British group in modern
Britain--seminars considered a Christian approach to edu
cation, religion, science, social studies and the arts.

Birtwhistle:
Christians
Must Develop
their Own
Art

Audiences

Dooyeweerd’s
Ideas
Greeted With
Enthusiasm

U

Saturday afternoon Graham Birtwhistle gave an illustrated
lecture on the effects of “primitivism” in modern art.
Since 1907, he declared, we have been faced with an entirely
A massive shift has occurred in the ac
new situation.
cepted values of our culture; contemporary Christians will
likely not find an audience for their works in the general
humanist-dominated culture, and they should strive to
develop their own Christian audience.
Other activities included “a simple yet profound analysis
of the basic tenets of Dooyeweerd’s philosophy” by Richard
“This was greeted with enthusiasm by all present,”
Russell.
A worship service was held on Sunday
Hexham reports.
which brought home to the participants “what a wonderful
Following the service, Hendrik Hart’s
God we serve”.
“This was most stimulating and made
CLAC talk was played.
of getting Hart to visit
possibility
many wonder about the
conference.”
1972
our
England, perhaps for
The conference also included a number of persons from the
Netherlands, including Uko Zyistra, John Kraay, Maarten
“These greatly contributed to the success of the
Vrieze.
conference through sharing with us their far greater know
The folk from Holland made
ledge of Christian philosophy.
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Kraay,
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big sacrifices to attend our conference, giving up their
valuable time and money simply to help the British
Their presence was
group really get off the ground.
invaluable and they have certainly helped us to go
forward much faster than we could relying on our own
manpower,” according to Hexham.

(

Following the conference the committee of the BAACS
had its first meeting.
The committee consists of:
Richard Bibby, Irving Hexharn, Julie Holborn, Fred Jones,
John Neal, Alan Passmore, and Ruth Perry.
The following points have been agreed upon for further
action:
1.
The Bristol
Six-Point
Agenda

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

To hold a one day conference in London on January
8th.
To hold a week-end conference next summer, prob—
ably in Bristol, which would be followed by an intensive study week for those who want to really get
to grips with things.
To issue an explanatory leaflet about the history
and aims of the BAACS.
To issue a short newsletter.
To establish some sort of fund which could be used
to assist people who have to come a long distance
to attend our conferences.
To adopt a new name which will be better adapted
After a great deal of
to the British situation.
thought it was decided that in the future we would
be known as the Christian Studies Unit.
********

SUMMER CONFERENCE ROUND-UP
FERENCE IN YOUR AREA

--

CHECK OUT THE AACS CON

Second Annual Lake Okoboji Conference to be Held in
5
Iowa September 3
Sioux Center, Iowa, informs me that
from
Van
Til
Karen
the Lake Okoboji Conference is the biggest and best
Whether to accept
AACS Conference outside of Ontario.
of
salt or not is
grain
a
boosterism
with
midwest
such
the Iowa
that
unquestionable
question--it
is
the
not
sup—
and
enthusiastic
spirit
has
tremendous
Conference
activities
year’s
This
many
region.
the
port by
from
will feature not only an opening conference introduction
by Rev. B. J. Haan, president of Dordt College in Sioux
Center, entitled “The Crisis in Christian Education”
but a keynote address by Dr. H. Evan Runner on “The
Need for a Christian University”, both on Friday night,
September 3rd.
-

Iowa
Conference
Has
Tremendous
Spirit

James Olthuis will give his three lectures, “Towards
a New Biblical Life-Style: Marriage, Family and Friend-

(
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Runner on
AACS in
North
mer ica

These lectures were greeted with capacity
ship”.
And you
audiences at the recent Ontario Conference.
, which
speech
second
r’s
won’t want to miss Dr. Runne
of
“The
eration
consid
ng
no doubt will be an inspiri
a.”
Zmeric
North
Function of the AACS in

Emphasis
on
Families

Emphasis will be placed on families attending the con
ference, especially in light of Dr. Olthuis’ topic.
An evening
Free babysitting service will be provided.
g
on shore”
rustlin
“waves
with
vespers under the stars
ing to
accord
night,
ay
for
Saturd
d
(see photo) is planne
Lambert Zuidervaart,
one of the conference
We have
organizers.
heard that a busload
of people from as far
away as Thunder Bay,
Ontario, as well as
persons coming from
the Minneapolis area
and as far south as
Memphis, Tennessee ar’
planning to attend.
If you live in the
The outdoor chapel on the
Mid—U.S., or in Manipoint at Lake Okoboji.
toba, you should try
to attend this con
For an
ference.
application form and more information write to:
Mr. Peter Steggerda,
P. 0. Box 175,
Orange City, Iowa 51041,
U. S. A. (Phone: 712—722—8023)
People in Minneapolis and area should register with
Mrs. Bert Polman,
600 University Avenue S.E.,
Minneapolis, Minn. 55414,
U. S. A.

C

Alberta Conference to be Held in Foothills of Rockies Over
6; Goudzwaard to Speak
Labour Day Week-end, September 3
Visit
l
on Economics--Specia
According to Dr. Andy den Otter, this year’s Alberta
Study Conference will meet at Pioneer Lodge, in Sundre,
overlooking the Red Deer Valley and nestled against the
Dr. Bob Goudzwaard will be
foothills of the Rockies.
to give two lectures on
lands
Nether
flying in from the
God in Economics” and
of
Word
of
the
Power
“The Driving
s on “Signposts
lecture
two
give
will
Dr. Hendrik Hart
for a brief sketch
issue
this
of
2
of the Kingdom” (See p.
talks).
ative
of Hart’s provoc
-

Pioneer
Lodge--Suridre
Goudzwaard
Special
Guest

C

More information and registration blanks are available
38th Street, Edmonton,
from Mr. Peter Leenheer, 12136
Alberta.
-
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Cultus Lake, B.C. Conference Features DeGraaff on Psycho
logy and Education and Schouls on Insight, Authority
6
and Power, September 3
According to Wilma Bouma, about 200 to 250 persons from
every age group and denominational background will
gather at British Columbia’s Cultus Lake to worship and
Dr. Arnold DeGraaff will lecture on
serve one Lord.
“Emotional Illness, Responsibility,
three topics:
Psychotherapy”, “Organizing the School for Learning”,
Dr.
a Call to Discipleship”.
and “The Curriculum:
Edmonton,
in
Alberta
Peter Schouls of the University of
philosophy department, will try to move “Towards a
Biblical Understanding of Insight, Authority and Power”
in two addresses he’ll give.

(

—

A. H. DeGraaff
Triple-Header
Schouls on
“Insight,
Authority
and Power”

PULSE

The Sunday morning worship service will be led by Rev.
Gordon Pols, and the Sunday evening special program
will be presented by PULSE, an organization headed by
Rev. Dick Pierik, which is trying to work Christianly
You can register
in the arts and communications media.
5022 Bridge
Jong,
De
by writing or calling Mrs. Fien
Street, Delta, B.C.
********

The Bellevue, Washington Study Conference Will Be
Specially Designed for Christian Teachers; DeGraaff
and Schouls Will Speak and Workshops Will Be Given in
2
Christian Curricula, September 1
School Study
Christian
The unique feature of the Bellevue
aimed
that
it’s
Conference in Bellevue, Washington, is
pri
the
at preparing Christian teachers, especially in
DeGraaff
Arnold
This year Dr.
mary and secondary grades.
will speak on “Emotional Illness, Responsibility, Psycho
therapy”, “Organizing the School for Learning”, and will
lead a workshop in curriculum development-—math, social
Dr. Peter Schouls of the University
studies and reading.
will give two lectures entitled, “Towards
of Alberta,
a Biblical Understanding of Insight, Authority and Power”.

(

-

Specially
Designed for
Teachers, But
Exciting for
Anyone

Rev. Al Greene says that the conference is also appropriate
for other members of the Christian community, and en
courages people in his area to attend and take advantage
You should write or
of the AACS insights and services.
AACS Study Conference, c/o Bellevue Christian
phone:
School, P. 0. Box 772, Bellevue, Washington 98009;
GL4—4028.
phone:

In the
Pocono s

Pinebrook Study Conference to Be Held October 15-16 in
Stroudsburg, Pa.
The fifth annual AACS Study Conference sponsored by the
Mid-Atlantic States Chapter of the AACS will be held Oc
tober 15 and 16 at Pinebrook, Stroudsburg, Pa., in the
The conference site is centrally located
famous Poconos.
between the New York City-Paterson area and the Phila
delphia-Wilmington, Delaware localities.

(
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This year’s conference will contain three lectures by Dr.
Hendrik Hart on “Signposts of the Kingdom” (See p. 2),
and an address by Dr. Bernard Zylstra on “The Word of
God--The Kingdom of God as the Foundation of the Church”.
“Dr. Zylstra attempts
The conference brochure states:
within which
of
reference
frame
Biblical
a
formulate
to
and
relevantly
meaningfully
can
community
believing
the
y con
a
contemporar
in
questions
following
the
deal with
the
Bible
the
Is
God?
of
Kingdom
the
is
What
text:
Is
Word of God? Do believers have a cultural task?
gospel’?”
‘social
a
their message
This conference will give a revealing look into the basis
and development of the AACS; if you’d like to learn more
about us, or to see what the AACS is doing and where
Write
it is going, plan to attend this conference.
Pike,Wil
Philadelphia
904
Ewing,
Cleve
Mary
Mrs.
to
mington, Delaware 19809, U.S.A.
********

(

Where Does
Stand
‘Ion the
Institutional
Church?

Western Michigan Conference to Present Five Discovery
II Lectures on The Institutional Church
Arthur Davies reports that the Western Michigan Conference
will meet this year from Friday to Sunday, October 22-24
at Camp Geneva, halfway between Holland and Grand Haven,
This year’s topic will be
overlooking Lake Michigan.
five lectures on the place and task of the institutional
church, the subject of this past year’s Discovery II pro
gram.
All of you should try to attend this conference.
For more information please write Mr. Arthur Davies,
102 East 24th Street, Holland, Michigan 49423, U.S.A.
********

Plans for Boston area AACS Conference are being finalized.

New England
Conference
Tentatively
Set for
Gordon Campus

Phil Born at Gordon College and McKendree Langley at Barrington College are finalizing plans for a New England
Study Conference of the AACS, tentatively to be held at
Gordon College, Wenham, Massachusets during the middle
For time, topic, location
or near the end of October.
write to Prof. Phil Born,
please
information,
and other
Road, Wenham, Mass. 01984.
Grapevine
255
Gordon College,
********

77 Principals
and Teachers
Attended

Co—Sponsored Summer School in Woodbridge Real Success,
Teachers Report
The
Summer Program in Christian education, co—sponsored
by the Ontario Alliance of Christian Schools and the
Association for the Advancement of Christian Scholarship,
held this summer between July 5 and August 6 at the
Toronto District Christian High School, was a real success.
The program was divided up into three parts: summer
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courses, curriculum writing workshops, and curriculum
Seventy—seven (77) principals and
research seminars.
The courses concen
teachers attended the gathering.
trated on introducing new teachers to subject areas
of philosophy of education, psychology of education,.
The curricu
and introduction to Biblical theology.
lum workshops met to rework last year’s materials (in
formation on the progress is available from Curriculum
Writing Workshops, AACS, 141 Lyndhurst Avenue, Toronto
4, Ontario), but there will
be no effort to mass mimeo
graph the materials until
they are rewritten in a more
Since the cur
final form.
riculum research seminars
in language and literature,
mathematics, and French were
new additions, I decided to
report on two of them-The exci
math and French.
ting progress that these
Linda Boren and Dr. De—
under—financed but enthus
Graaff sharing the
iastically supported semin
lighter side of the Sum
ars have made is reported
mer School in Woodbridge
below.
The teachers involved in the summer school’s different
Typical
phases gave rave reviews to the proceedings.
of the responses are the following statements:

“Opened up
Math Teaching
in a New
Way”

“This effort
Must be a
Vital
Concern”

“The Math Seminar was well organized, allowing room to
I have gained
pursue the subject from various levels.
from the explanation of the philosophical aspect of
math and from the practical ideas of Dr. DeGraaff and my
The two weeks have opened up
fellow primary teachers.
(Maryke Leyenaar, Williams
math teaching in a new way.”
burg, Ontario)
“I am grateful to our God
for the forum provided
by the curriculum work
The overview and
shops.
insights coming out of
the Woodbridge sessions
are meeting a critical
need today for the Chris
tian school movement...
This sort of effort
to re-think curriculum
development

Donald Kimsey, Memphis,
Tennessee.

(
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must be a vital concern of our growth if we are to make
God and His directives meaningful to our students and
to our times. My contact here has been a genuine en
(Donald R. Kimsey, Principal, Evangelical
richment.”
Christian School, Memphis, Tenn.)
More Teachers
Should Have
Come

“Very Rewarding
Experience
Working
Here.”

•

Top:
“Excellent
Spirit
Prevailed
Here for
Entire Four
Weeks.”

“The 1971 Summer Course, under the co-sponsorship of
The
the OACS and the AACS, was a success, as in 1970.
only thing that I can comment on is the fact that no
more teachers did take this advantage of the four weeks
to enrich themselves to make their teaching more mean
ingful and to further the cause of Christian education.”
(Henry Westendorp, Ottawa Christian School)
“To see how these young people (and others) pitched
into their tasks as teachers, enthusiastically and in
telligently, but above all Christianly--that was just
a big bonus to the very rewarding experience we had
(Arthur Davies, Holland Christian
working here.”
Schools, Michigan)
Mr. John E. Top, administrator of the program, said:
“An excellent spirit prevailed throughout these four
weeks.
Even though a few weeks ago I felt that the
time had come for the Ontario Alliance to terminate
these courses, I have changed my mind and feel that we
must continue.
If the Ontario Alliance feels that it
should not continue the Summer School, some other body
should take over because these courses should definitely
continue to exist.
There is a demand, as you can see
from the comments of the teachers”.
**********

13 Math
Teachers Meet
to Determine
Basic Goals

Mathematics Seminar Produces 114 Page Report on
“Mathematics in the Christian School”.
Harro Van Bruinmelen, head of the mathematics department
and assistant principal of
the Edmonton Christian High
School in Edmonton, Alberta,
co—ordinated a workshop with
13 persons--teaching math
from grade one through uni
versity——in one of the curri
culum workshops co-sponsored
by the Ontario Alliance of
Christian Schools and the
Association for the Advance—
ment of Christian Scholarship.
Van Brummelen said that his
•
F
group met “to determine the
basic goals and objectives of
teaching math in the Christian
•
school, and to set out the
“We actually do a lot of
work around here”

I
C

I

-

-•

J
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foundational direction in which we have to move.”
114 page
Foundation for
Next Year’s
Unit
Writing

The math workshop produced a 114 page report entitled,
“Mathematics in the Christian School”, which develops
the place of math in the curriculum; presents a statement of objectives for math learning, and an analysis
of the nature of math learning; then finally, it gives
some concrete examples of the type of approach they
“We’re
feel should be implemented in the classroom.
doing this to lay the foundation so that next summer
we can write units for classroom use,” he said.
“Some people realize now after this intensive seminar
that 90% of what they’ve been taught doesn’t properly
show the place of math in the curriculum and in the
world.
They realize also for the first time that what
they’ve been doing in the classroom hasn’t been done
from a Biblically sound psychological and philosophical
perspective,” Van Brummelen reported.

New
Revelations
For
Some

After reading another document, Van Bruinmelen’s “The
Place of Mathematics in the Curriculum”, I decided
to ask Harro some question; what follows are his fas
cinating answers:
Yes, There is a Christian Approach to Mathematics;
An Interview with Harro Van Brummelen
Q.

2+2=4 is
Interpreted
Differently
By Different
Math Schools
of Thought

Are different views of math possible?
There is no such thing as a “neutral” approach to mathe
Every mathematician consciously or unconscious
matics.
ly makes certain presuppositions about the basis and
A logicist views the concept
nature of mathematics.
of “number” as something which he has constructed using
only some logical rules; mathematics is reduced to a
A formalist reduces
structure of logical propositions.
mathematics to a string of formulas or assertions using
mathematical and logical symbols; mathematics is based
on an arbitrary set of axioms (assumptions) which may
or may not happen to be applicable to physical situations.
An intuitionist holds that something exists only if you
can construct it with your mind; man and his thought is
placed in the foreground and sight is lost of the fact
If
that man’s knowledge is incomplete and imperfect.
you showed the statement “2+2=4” to a logicist, a f or
malist, and an intuitionist, all three would interpret
the basic meaning of the statement in a different way.
Our mathematics curricula in North America have been in
fluenced mainly by the logicist and formalist movements.
Thus a leading mathematics educator in North America
wrote that “mathematics itself has nothing to do with
“New”
reality and can prove nothing about the world”.
mathematics has been presented as an abstract science
—
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abstract in the sense that any application of mathe
matics to another science is a coincidence that is
seldom worthy of mention in the texts. Mathematics
is a part of logic, and therefore the emphasis in both
algebra and geometry is on a rigorous, deductive ap
rather than on emphasizing the relationship
proach
of mathematics to other areas and how mathematics in
fluences and has been influenced by cultural forces.
As a result, students do not really understand the
place of mathematics in the structure of knowledge and
its impact on society.

New Math
Does Not
Help
Students
Understand
the Place
of
Mathematics

-

Q.

What do you mean by a Christian approach to mathematics?
First of all, as Christians we accept the Bible’s reve—
lation that God is the Creator of heaven and earth and
that we can gather knowledge about creation because God
has made His creation a structured unity which He, for
Christ’s sake, despite the fall of man, maintains and
In discovering mathematical results, we must
upholds.
It is no accident
submit ourselves to God’s revelation.
from sources
derived
are
that all branches of mathematics
n.
creatio
God’s
in
within man’s everyday experience
and
us,
around
Mathematics originated with the things
an
it
have
would
as many mathematics texts
is not
edge.
knowl
of
isolated, self-sufficient, pure body

“In
Discovering
Mathematical
Results We
Must Submit
Ourselves
to God’s
Revelation”

—

-

(
Mathematics is
Only One
Aspect of
Created Reality

Also, a Christian mathematician realizes that mathematics
Mathematics is
is only one aspect of created reality.
it always
but
ns,
abstracted from every-day situatio
You
.
reality
of
points beyond itself to other aspects
s
perhap
water
of
can consider the numerical aspects
le
molecu
or
each
s,
you have two drops or five gallon
but by
consists of two hydrogen and one oxygen atom
of water,
aspects
spatial
describing all the numerical and
are
There
water.
actual
you still haven’t described the
leisure
and
ic,
aesthet
ic,
chemical, biological, econom
Mathematics is not something
aspects to water as well!
if this isolation is attempted, the coherence
in itself
of the creation is rent, and a mere abstraction is re
tained.
—

-

-

Q.

Math Deals
with Two
Aspects of
Reality:
Number and
()Space

What is mathematics as a science--is it true that it’s
really two sciences?
Mathematics is the science dealing with the numerical
The two aspects are
and spatial aspects of reality.
The
you cannot reduce one to the other.
distinct
ts:
concep
of
two
s
basis of mathematics thus consist
r from
numbe
one
uishes
that which disting
discreteness
space.
of
t
concep
al
essenti
the
another; and continuity
but
rs,
numbe
using
t
You cannot discuss geometry withou
ing
at the same time the concept of continuity is someth
All
r.
numbe
of
that
to
guite distinct and irreducible
attempts in mathematics to explain continuity in terms
—

-

—
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of the concept of number have led to paradoxes.
Algebra deals with the numerical, discrete dimension
of mathematics, while geometry is more concerned with
the spatial.
However, at the same time there is a
numerical aspect that can be abstracted from a geo
metrical situation, and such analysis is dealt with in
analytic geometry.
Q.

Christian
Math Teacher
Has
Different
Goals and
Chooses
Different
Topics.

Less Emphasis
on Sets:
More on
Developing
Math from
Concrete
Everyday
Situations.

(

How would this approach be the same, and how different
from present approaches to mathematics found in the
high school curriculum?
If you have a Christian view of mathematics, you will
have different goals in teaching mathematics, and there
fore your choice of topics as well as the method of
I
teaching will differ from the standard curriculum.
think there are three main objectives in teaching mathe
matics in a Christian school:
The student should gain a better understanding of
1)
the concepts of number and space so that they can
be abstracted from concrete situations, can be theo—
rized about, and that the results of such theori
zing in turn can be applied to concrete situations.
The student should come to realize that mathematics
2)
is a developing science, and that throughout his
tory it has influenced and in turn is influenced by
cultural forces;
The student should come to realize that mathematics
3)
serves as a functional tool in solving everyday prob—
lems, and as a handmaiden for the explanation of
the quantitative situations in other areas of know
ledge.
A curriculum with these objectives should enable the
student to gain respect for the laws which hold for God’s
It will provide an opportunity for the
creation order.
student to discover the order, pattern, and relationships
There would be less emphasis
which exist in creation.
on sets and logic (these are only tools and not the
essence of mathematics), and far more emphasis on devel
oping mathematics from concrete, everyday situations
which the students can visualize and experiment with.
Especially in the lower grades, I visualize an integra
ted curriculum for all subjects, in which the students
discover mathematical concepts from concrete objects in
In the higher grades, mathematics
their environment.
will still begin with a “situation” from which the mathe
matical aspect is abstracted, and after a certain amount
of analysis, the student will always be shown how the
Also,
results help in understanding the “situation”.
a historical approach to mathematics can often increase
the understanding of mathematics, show the student how
and why it developed and changed, indicate its relationship to other sciences, and help the student understand
the nature and structure of mathematics.

(
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What’s the relationship between mathematics and every
day life, and how does this affect the curriculum?
We must include applications of mathematics to other
The importance of mathematics
fields in our curriculum.
lies in its applicability to other fields, and in the
fact that the same mathematical structure can serve as
This
a model for many seemingly unrelated problems.
means that in our curricula we need to teach mathematics
of the structural type where we stress the unifying
ideas and principles that we meet in physics, chemistry,
If
biology, psychology, social science, and economics.
this is done, a student not only deepens his understanding
of the mathematical concepts and techniques, but his
studies in mathematics become more relevant, leading to
better motivation.
At the same time, the student must be aware that the
use of mathematical models in describing the real world
is a very delicate matter; the real world is far more
The simple pro
complex than any mathematical model.
cess of a housewife attempting to solve the problem of
packing as many dishes as possible in a box is more
difficult than has been solved in the far reaches of
And when a psychologist tries to help
measure theory.
a mentally disturbed child, he has a problem that is
far too complex for mathematics to be of help; the
mathematical aspect of such a situation is only a minor
one.
French Seminar Workers Develop a French Reader Stressing
the Struggle of the Quebecois to Survive in an English
World
Barbara Carvill, head of the French and German depart
ments at the Toronto District Christian High School in
Woodbridge, Ontario, and George Kouwenhoven, head of
the foreign language department at Thornlea Secondary
School in Thornhill, Ontario, are compiling a French
reader for seniors.
According to Mrs. Carvill, “In the present system of
foreign language education the reading material in
French for grades 10 through 12 is either insignificant
small-talk pieces, more or less funny stories playing
in a cultural no—man’s—land, or clumsily, dryly given
touristic information about Paris, and the Chateau
Because of this the students
Frontenac-in Quebec City.
do not get a sense of the French spoken by real people,
Therefore, French
with real problems, in a real culture.
is often interpreted by students as a meaningless re
Conscious of this situation, we thought it
quirement.
necessary to put together a French Canadian reader.”
Problems encountered in the development of the reader
were the fact that to the knowledge of the two compilers
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there doesn’t exist any suitable text assessing the
French Canadian scene from a Christian perspective.
This problem has been partially overcome by selecting
passages that represent a wide range of ‘spiritual
communities’ in Quebec, showing more the complexity
of the problems than providing a framework in which
Another added burden has
to solve them Christianly.
been the exorbitant fees that some publishers have
asked for quoting a few pages of material for approxi
mately 120 mimeographed readers to be used non-commer
cially.

(

Mrs. Carvill and Mr. Kouwenhoven are hopeful that some
grade 12 French teaóhers, especially in Canada, will
help test this material and be as critical as possible,
suggesting change and improvement for future revision.
George Kouwenhoven says, “After studying and discussing
the texts of the reader with a seminar approach, the
students should, hopefully, obtain a more compassionate
“A Compassionate understanding of the situation in Quebec, and a real
Understanding of insight into the complex inter-relationship of a people’s
Quebec”
language, politics, economics, psychology and culture.”

He1p
Grade 12
French
Teachers
Needed

********

Hart---Cont’d from Page 2
Our Way
the Only
Way?

Avoid all
Unnecessary
Controversy

Our Message
is BiblicalLife is
Religion.

Many Others
Have Held to
This Too

The first criticism that Hart considered at length was
the charge that we believe that our way is the only way.
He sketched different ways that we have probably added
to this criticism, including a tendency to stress those
things which we disagree on with our fellow believers, and
a habit of stressing all of our ideas and points with
equal urgency and equal importance, leading to overkill.
Hart recommends that we concentrate on avoiding all un—
necessary controversy over inconsequential points of
disagreement, and that we attempt to understand the tra—
ditions which we have confronted in a more patient and in
sightful way.
Moving on from this set of accusations, he spent much
more time in his first lecture analyzing what he considers
to be a far more serious charge, which, if true, would
lead to our total dismissal as a Biblically founded
and guided movement for radical renewal and reforma
tion within the Body of Christ; it is the charge that
“our message is more philosophical than Biblical”.
first, to
Hart answered this criticism in three stages:
has
gone
movement
continue making this charge when the
non-philosophical,
to great pains to explain why this
religious conviction--elaborated in Scriptures, and
developed by such church thinkers as Augustine, Calvin,
Kuyper, Massey and Stringfellow, not to mention several
speakers at the Minneapolilis Congress on Evangelism——

(
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(“a whole Gospel for a whole man” is equivalent to
“Life is religion”.) to continue making this charge
is to misrepresent us and to create a false image of
The charge should be dismissed.
us through gossip.

Hart:
Must Develop
Theologi z ing
at ICS

Pietists:
“Jesus Saves
Sinners
Including Me”
—

(
But Salvation
Also Includes
More Than
Individuals

A second stage of consideration finds the charge that
there is no theological basis for the confession,
Professor Hart asserted that not
“Life is religion”.
only are there ample Scriptural passages under-girding
this conviction, but that they have been referred to
If critics mean that there
in many, many publications.
has not been mature theological, scientific formula
tion of the Biblical givens, then there is certainly
But the lack of mature
validity in their charges.
theologizing is now being remedied by serious work at
the Institute by a number of theological students with
James Olthuis and others.
A third stage of consideration has to come to grips with
the understanding which many of our critics have of
the content of Scripture and the meaning they give to
This is perhaps the crux of
the Christian religion.
the whole problem, including the frequency with which
the first two charges have been brought to the fore.
Hart pointed out that pietism, or man-oriented Chris
tianity has a tendency to see the central meaning of
the Good News not as the Scriptures do-- “the Kingdom of
God is at hand” but pietists rather see it as: “Jesus
I am saved.
came to save sinners like you and me.
The absolute sovereignty of God is ‘then not denied, but
This is especially the case
put in a wrong light.
when the view of man is very individualistic and per—
sonalistic.
This does not mean that the Scriptures are
not personal and concerned with man’s individual res
ponsibility.
But it does mean that in this view the
meaning of salvation becomes limited to the salvation
of individual personalities, repenting from vices and
The Gospel. is seen as focussing
turning to virtues
honesty, in
mainly on virtues of personal conduct:
But not on the complex manners
tegrity, kindness, etc.
in which humans order their public-societal lives...
After one’s conversion the affairs of our present lives
somehow no longer seem to count except in a very per
sonal context.”
...

-

•

“We Strongly
Believe in
the Need for
Salvation
From Sin...”
(LI

“Now let me yet mention a few points on which our view
is badly misunderstood and try to show that some of the
truly Biblical devotion of the pietist is by no means
We do indeed strongly believe in the need
excluded.
for salvation from sin through repentance and conver—
sion of persons and we also find a strong personal rela
But we take
tion to Christ of inestimable importance.
the Scriptures to say that this salvation and this re
lationship implies very., much more than individual per
Indeed, it all
sons in their individual personalities.
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begins in the heart, on that basic, personal level.
And the fruits of faith will first be felt where a
person is most in control of his life:
his speech,
his disposition, his personal relation to others, his
personal relation to what the new life requires.

(

“But what, after all, is a person? He is unthinkable
apart from his relation to others in a highly struc
tured manner far exceeding his merely personal in
fluence and control.
What, concretely, would we have
left of a 25-year-old Christian man, who is neither
father nor child, teacher nor student, ordinary cit
izen nor government official, buyer nor seller of
goods, reader nor writer,’speaker nor hearer, traffic
participant nor traffic cop?
I imagine a person like
that would either be in jail, or hospital or in an
insane asylum.
In short, he would be leading a frus
If not, all those other roles are
trated existence.
part of his own life.
And repentance, conversion and
salvation, the Bible says, includes those.
Thus, per
sonal piety, personal faith and personal witness to
But that
us become meaningless when so frustrated.
does not mean we do not find them very important in
their proper context.
“And again, we are thoroughly convinced that a Chris
tian task in this world can be summed up by the words
But
evangelization, witness, spreading the Good News.
we take the Scriptures to mean that. this Good News is.
about a new life in God’s Kingdom starting here and
It must be proclaimed,
now, as a witness to that Gospel.
context
of
the meaning of
But then also in the
yes!
that new life.
In short, when our stress is on struc
tural and communal evangelism, that is not to be con
trasted with personal and individual witness, but is
to be seen as the Bible’s own context for them.”

(

Continuing on in this direction, Hart demonstrates
that the pietists have given rise to their opposite,
the social gospelers, those who over-stressed social
witness in the world.
Both are sides of a false dil
emma, he asserted, and they cannot and should not be
welded back together because both have become unbib—
lical and totally separate entities.
The solution to
the problem for the reformational movement is to go
back to the Scriptures and ask the Spirit to open them
up to us afresh, giving us a totally integrated view
of the Christian way of life.
In his second lecture Hart does precisely that--fol
lowing the Biblical account from Genesis through
Revelation, sketching the essence of covenantal reli
gion through creation, fall, redemption and communion
with the Holy Spirit.
This section gives in embryo
form a fresh understanding of God, man and the world.

(
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The last section of the second lecture dwells on what
signposts to God’s Kingdom that we can and ought to
raise in our day--in other words, how we ought to live
as a covenant community, as Christ’s Body in this con
temporary world.
The spiritual battles in our culture,
Hart asserts, are in the “supra—individual, very im—
personal structures of society.
They are the big sal
vation roadblocks, the redemption brakes, the shalom
destroyers!
If the covenant community understands its
task in our age, if it is spiritually sensitive as to
where the Spirit of God is contending with Satan, it
must begin to see that our greatest calling for witness
lives in the spiritual antagonism of Christ’s Body to
the idols of our civilization.
The spiritual battles
today are fought in the political arena, in the techno
industrial marketplace and in the temples of learning.
And it is in this context that we must become letters
of the Spirit of God, signposts of the Kingdom of
Heaven, witnesses to the Resurrection.”
Finally, Hart reiterated that he felt that the refor
mational movement “will have to call Christ’s people to
a renewed confrontation with God’s Word and Spirit
according to the Scriptures, in order that spiritual
awareness of our task may come about”.
In our day
this can be best done through organizations, historically
conditioned forms of cultural witness which become ne—
cessary when present structures become so powerful that
God’s people cannot witness properly through them. Thus
organizations are nothing but channels, and must be
quickly discarded when they become establishmentistic
and idolatrous.
Counter—cultural organizations are not
meant to protect believers, but to equip them to be
witnesses through those structures.
“If the covenant community is to remain true to the
Word of life and if it is to keep moving with the Spirit
of life, i.e., if it is to be truly reforming,
radi—
cally Biblical, it will require new wineskins at short
intervals. A reformational movement will be sensitive
to the groaning of creation and will know that salvation
is not really here, except in principle, except in
signs here and there.
None of our ways of covenantal
living is a fully redeemed way.” (Romans 8:24,25)
—-

********

Discovery III, “Christian Education in the 1970’s”,
Slated for 22 Localities
3 Teams of Five, Begins
October 18th.
Discovery III this year will begin in the different lo—
calities on October 18th, and will concentrate on
Several local school
“Christian Education in the 1970’s”.
societies will be co-sponsoring the five lectures in their
“The Place
communities.
The five lectures will cover:
--

Five
Lectures

I

Published by the AACS, 141 Lyndhurst Ave., Toronto 4, Ont.
Editor, Robert L.
Carvill, Assistant Editor, Karen Van Til.
Second class mail, reg. nr. 2091.
and Task of Christian Education in Biblical Perspective”,
“The History of Education with Particular Emphasis on Chris
tian Education”, “The Curriculum As Guideline in Christ-Centred
Living and Learning”, and “The Christian School in Society”.

Team A

Team B

Team C

Team A will consist of James H. Olthuis, Peter A. Schouls, John
Van Dyk, Arnold H. DeGraaff, and John A.,Olthuis.
These
speakers will speak respectively on the subjects mentioned
above.
Team A will speak in the following places during
October, November, January, February, and March——Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Chicago, Grand Rapids, Sioux Center, Iowa, Memphis,
and Toronto.
Team B will consist of Hendrik Hart, John VanderStelt, Harro
Van Brummelen, Adrian Peetoom, and Gordon Spykman.
They
will speak on the topics listed above in the order in the
months given in paragraph two, visiting Lethbridge; Lacoinbe
and Edmonton, Alberta; Victoria and Vancouver, British Colum
bia; Seattle, Washington; and Telkwa and Smithers, British
Columbia.
Team C will consist of John Vriend, Paul Schrotenboer, Bert
Witvoet, John Nieboer, and Louis Talnminga.
They will visit
Ottawa, Sarnia, Chatham, London, St. Catharines, Hamilton,
and Drayton—Guelph, Ontario to speak on the topics above
during the months listed.
********
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(Coming in October issue, interview with Dr. Bernard
Zyistra on Justice.)
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